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in  which  the denominator  is chosen to be orthogonal  to the full  
photon  selection,  but  similar  enough that  the systematic  uncer-
tainties  due to the extrapolation  are well  understood.  The photon  
in  the denominator  is required  to fail  the high-quality  ID and pass 
the loose ID [8,41]. The extrapolation  factor  is determined  from  
a template  “t  to the photon  � �� distribution,  which  is small  for  
prompt  photons  and large for  nonprompt  photons.  The nonprompt  
template  used in  the “t  is obtained  from  a sideband of the pho-
ton  isolation  variable  in  W+ jets data. More  details  can be found  in  
Ref. [10].

The background  from  jets misidenti“ed  as leptons  is estimated  
in  a similar  fashion. To extrapolate  from  the loose leptons  to the 
high-quality  ones, an extrapolation  factor  is de“ned  as:

f �

1 Š f �
,

where  f � is the lepton  misidenti“cation  rate, de“ned  as the ratio  
of the number  of misID  leptons  where  the lepton  passes the high-
quality  ID to the total  number  passing only  the loose ID require-
ments.  To reduce additional  contamination  from  genuine  leptons,  
the W+ jets and Z+ jets contributions  are subtracted  from  both  the 
numerator  and denominator.  The extrapolation  factor  is measured 
as a function  of the � and pT of the lepton  in  a CR dominated  
by dijet  events. The dijet  CR is de“ned  by selecting  one lepton,  
one jet  that  is well  separated from  the lepton,  and low  pmiss

T . This 
technique  is also used and described in  Ref. [4].

The background  category  •double  misIDŽ is de“ned  as events 
containing  both  a misID  photon  and a misID  lepton.  Its yield  is 
estimated  from  a sample where  both  the photon  and the lepton  
that  are required  to pass the loose ID selection,  and fail  the high-
quality  ID. Such events are assigned a weight  equal to the product  
of the misID  extrapolation  factors  of the photon  and lepton.  Double 
misID  events contaminate  the single misID  background  estimate  
because the second object  is assumed to be genuine. Consequently,  
each time  a weight  is added to the double  misID  estimate,  the 
same weight  is subtracted  from  both  the single-photon  and single-
lepton  estimates.  In addition,  events in  which  genuine  photons  and 
leptons  pass the loose ID but  fail  the high-quality  ID selection  con-
taminate  both  the single and double  misID  estimates.  This source 
of contamination  is estimated  and removed  using simulated  events 
with  reconstructed  objects matched  to generator-level  objects.

Other  backgrounds,  including  top quark  and diboson  processes, 
are estimated  from  MC simulation  and are normalized  to the in-
tegrated  luminosity  of the CMS data set using inclusive  cross sec-
tions  calculated  at NLO in  QCD. The e � � background  includes  
events with  an electron  misID  as a photon.  We apply  |m� � Š 91| >
10 GeV to minimize  this  contribution.  The remaining  background  
is estimated  from  simulated  Drell…Yan and t t � events that  con-
tain  a photon  matched  to an electron  at the generator  level  with  
� R = 0.3.

Fig. 2 shows the photon  pt  distribution  in  the muon  barrel  con-
trol  region  for  data and background  estimates.  The data and the 
estimates  are in  good agreement.

7. Systematic  uncertainties

Systematic  uncertainties  that  affect  the measurements  arise 
from  experimental  inputs,  such as detector  effects and the methods  
used to compute  higher-level  quantities,  e.g., e�ciencies,  and the-
oretical  inputs  such as the choice of the renormalization  (µ R) and 
factorization  (µ F) scales, and the choice of PDF sets. Each source of 
systematic  uncertainty  is quanti“ed  by evaluating  its  effect  on the 
yield  and distribution  of relevant  kinematic  variables  in  the sig-
nal and background  categories. The uncertainties  are propagated  
to the “nal  distributions  and calculated  bin-by-bin  as described in  
Section 8.

Fig. 2. The photon  pT distribution  in the muon  barrel  control  region  for  data and 
background  estimations.  The misID backgrounds  are derived  from  data, whereas the 
remaining  backgrounds  are estimated  from  simulation.  All  events with  photon  pT >
195 GeV are included  in the last bin. The hatched bands represent  the statistical  
uncertainties  on the predicted  yields. The bottom  graph shows the data divided  by 
the prediction.

Table 1 summarizes  all  the systematic  uncertainties.  The sys-
tematic  uncertainties  in  the lepton  trigger,  reconstruction,  and se-
lection  e�ciencies,  measured using a tag-and-probe  technique,  are 
2…3%. The uncertainties  in  jet  energy scale (JES) have the largest  
impact  on the measurement.  The JES and jet  energy resolution  
(JER) effects are estimated  by shifting/smearing  the jets in  the sim-
ulations  up and down  by one standard  deviation,  and are then  
propagated  to all  relevant  variables  including  VBS jet  kinematic  
properties  and pmiss

T , based on which  the impact  on signal and 
background  yields  are evaluated.  The uncertainties  due to the JES 
and JER corresponding  to different  processes and different  mjj -m� �
bins are in  the ranges 0.9…78% and 0.7…21%, respectively.  An un-
certainty  of 2.5% in  the integrated  luminosity [ 42] is used for  all  
processes estimated  from  simulation  and for  the speci“ed  “ducial  
cross section. The statistical  uncertainties  due to the “nite  size of 
both  the simulated  and data samples used in  our  background  and 
signal prediction  are estimated  assuming Poisson statistics.  The 
uncertainties  related  to the “nite  number  of simulated  events or 
to the limited  number  of events in  the data control  samples are 
7…11% for  the EW W� jj signal,  6…36% for  the QCD-induced W�
background,  43…72% for  the nonprompt  lepton  contamination  and 
7…36% for  the nonprompt  photon  background.  These uncertainties  
are uncorrelated  across different  processes and bins of any single 
distribution,  and grow  with  increasing  mjj and m� � .

An overall  systematic  uncertainty  in  the nonprompt  photon  
background  estimate  is de“ned  as the quadratic  sum of the sys-
tematic  uncertainties  from  several distinct  sources. An uncertainty  
because of the choice of the isolation  variable  sideband is evalu-
ated by estimating  the nonprompt  photon  fraction  with  alternative  
choices of the isolation  sideband [ 8]. A nonclosure  uncertainty  is 
de“ned  by performing  the nonprompt  photon  fraction  “ts  using 
simulated  events and comparing  the results  with  the known  frac-
tions.  The nonclosure  uncertainty  in  the endcap region  is worse  
than  in  the barrel  region  and worsens  as the photon  pT increases. 
The overall  systematic  uncertainty  in  the nonprompt  photon  back-
ground  is in  the range of 12…22%, dominated  by the nonclosure.  
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Table 1
Relative systematic  uncertainties  in the estimated  signal and background  yields  in units  of percent.  The ranges re”ect  the dependence of the speci“ed  uncertainty  on mjj and 
m� � .

Source EW W� jj QCD W� jj VV t t � QCD Z� Single t MisID  
photon

MisID  
lepton

Double 
misID

e � �

JES 0.9…6.9 11…28 6.4…38 3.7…16 12…78 3.3…18 „ „ „ 11…28
JER 0.7…2.2 0.7…4.1 6.9…21 1.3…4.9 6.5…15 2.9…7.1 „ „ „ 0.7…4.1
Integrated luminosity 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 „ „ „ 2.5
MisID photon „ „ „ „ „ „ 12…22 „ 12…22 „
MisID lepton „ „ „ „ „ „ „ 30 30 „
µ R/µ F scales 1.5…11 6.1…20 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „
PDF 3.2…5.6 1…2 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „
Interference 1.8…2.8 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „
Cross section for t t � „ „ „ 10 „ „ „ „ „ „
Cross section for VV „ „ 10 „ „ „ „ „ „ „
Modeling of pileup 0…0.6 0.3…1.4 4.8…13 2.6…3.9 6.2…19 1.0…3.9 „ „ „ 0.3…1.4
Statistical uncertainty 7…11 6…36 45…100 13…56 16…100 17…55 7…36 43…72 30…100 54…100
L1 mistiming 1.7…2.4 0.8…1.6 0.5…1.6 1.4…2.5 0.6…3.6 1.0…2.1 „ „ „ 1.1…2.8
Muon ID/Iso 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 „ „ „ 0.3
Muon trigger 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 „ „ „ 0.2
Electron reconstruction 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 „ „ „ 0.5
Electron ID/Iso 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 „ „ „ 1.3
Electron trigger 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 „ „ „ 2.5
Photon ID 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.2 „ „ „ 1.2

Similarly,  the dominant  uncertainty  in  the nonprompt  lepton  es-
timate  is associated with  the nonclosure,  which  is calculated  by 
comparing  two  yields,  one from  the � + jets events and the other  
from  the � + jets events where  the misID  lepton  rates are applied  
to events with  a lepton  that  passes the loose, but  fails  the high-
quality  ID. The selection  used is the same as in  the main  event  
selection,  except that  the mW

T and pmiss
T requirements  are removed  

to increase the statistical  power.  The uncertainty  associated with  
the nonprompt  lepton  background  is 30%.

The effects of the choice of µ R and µ F in  the theoretical  cal-
culation  for  signal and background  processes are estimated  by 
independently  changing  µ R and µ F up and down  by a factor  of 
two  from  their  nominal  value in  each event, with  the condition  
that  1/ 2 < µ R/ µ F < 2. The uncertainties  are de“ned  as the max-
imal  differences  from  the nominal  values. The PDF uncertainties  
are evaluated  according  to the procedure  described in  Ref. [43] us-
ing the NNPDF 3.0 set. For the signal process, the scale uncertainty  
varies within  the range of 1.5…11% and the PDF uncertainty  varies 
within  the range 3.2…5.6%, increasing  with  mjj and m� � . The scale 
uncertainty  in  the QCD-induced W� process, which  has a very  
large impact  on the measurement,  varies in  the range 6.1…20%. It  
is constrained  by the simultaneous  “t  to the data in  the CR. The 
PDF uncertainty  of QCD-induced W� production  is in  the range of 
1…2%.

The interference  term  between  the EW- and QCD-induced pro-
cesses, i.e., O(� 4� S) at tree level, is estimated  at particle  level  
using MG5. The contribution  of the interference  is calculated  as 
the difference  between  the inclusive  W� jj production,  which  con-
tains  the interference  term,  and the sum of the pure  EW- and 
QCD-induced W� jj.  The interference  is positive,  and the ratio  of 
the interference  to EW W� jj is  in  the range 2…4%, decreasing with  
increasing  mjj . These values are used as systematic  uncertainties  in  
the signal process.

A correction  factor  is applied  to the simulated  events to account  
for  the L1 trigger  occasionally  “ring  at the wrong  time  because 
of the darkening  of the ECAL crystals. This mistiming  results  in  a 
loss of trigger  e�ciency  in  the data and is not  modeled  by the 
simulation.  The uncertainties  due to these correction  factors  vary  
by 1…4%, and are treated  as correlated  across different  processes 
and bins.

All  of the systematic  uncertainties  discussed above are applied  
both  to the signal signi“cance  measurement  and in  the search for  
aQGC contributions.  They are also propagated  to the uncertainty  in  
the measured “ducial  cross section, with  the exception  of the theo-

retical  uncertainties  associated with  the signal cross section. All  of 
the systematic  uncertainties  except those that  arise from  the trig-
ger e�ciency  and the lepton  identi“cation  and misidenti“cation  
are considered  to be correlated  between  the electron  and muon  
channels.

8. The EW W� production  measurement

Table 2 shows the simulated  signal and background  yields  prior  
to any “tting,  as well  as the observed data yields.  To quantify  the 
signi“cance  of the observation  of EW production  of the W� sig-
nal, we perform  a statistical  analysis of the event  yields  through  
a “t  to the (mjj , m� � ) two-dimensional  (2D) distribution.  Both mjj

and m� � are powerful  variables  for  distinguishing  between  the sig-
nal and QCD W� background,  and the 2D analysis provides  a larger  
expected signi“cance  than  either  variable  alone. For this  measure-
ment,  and the measurements  in  Sections 9 and 10, the SR is fur-
ther  divided  into  four  bins in  mjj (lower  boundaries  of 500, 800, 
1200, and 1700 GeV) and three  bins in  m� � (lower  boundaries  of 
30, 80, and 130 GeV). The data in  the CR are “t  simultaneously  
with  the data in  the SR. Fig. 3 shows the resultant  2D “tted  distri-
butions.

The signal signi“cance  is quanti“ed  on the basis of a pro“le  
likelihood  test statistic [ 44]. This test statistic  involves  the ratio  of 
two  Poisson likelihood  functions,  one in  which  the signal strength  
is “xed  to zero and one in  which  the signal strength  is allowed  
to have any positive  value. The signal strength  represents  the ratio  
of observed to expected signal yields.  Systematic  uncertainties  are 
added as parameters  into  the likelihood  function  to scale the rel-
evant  process using log-normal  functions.  The distribution  in  the 
test statistic  is assumed to be in  the asymptotic  regime  where  
there  is a simple  relationship  between  its  value and the signi“-
cance of the result [ 45]. The observed (expected)  signal strength  
parameter  is �µ = 1.20+ 0.26

Š0.24 (1.00+ 0.27
Š0.25 ), corresponding  to an ob-

served (expected)  statistical  signi“cance  of 4.9 (4.6) SD for the 
analyzed 13 TeV data set.

This result  can be combined  with  the previous  CMS measure-
ment  at 8 TeV described in  Ref. [9] assuming  the signal strength  
does not  change with  the center  of mass energy. There are two  un-
certainties  that  are correlated  between  the 8 and 13 TeV analyses. 
The theoretical  uncertainties  in  the signal and QCD W� background  
of the 8 TeV analysis include  multiple  sources, but  are dominated  
by the renormalization  and factorization  scale uncertainties,  and 
are therefore  correlated  with  the corresponding  uncertainties  in  
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Table 2
Signal, background,  and data yields  after  the “nal  selection.  Statistical  and systematic  uncertainties  (be-
fore the “tting)  are added in quadrature.

Electron barrel Electron endcap Muon barrel Muon endcap

MisID photon 81 .0 ± 5.2 48.1 ± 4.9 134.8 ± 8.2 52.1 ± 4.8
MisID lepton 63 .7 ± 12.3 27.8 ± 7.2 46.8 ± 10.6 23.1 ± 6.5
QCD W� jj 154 .2 ± 12.0 41.1 ± 4.4 221.2 ± 15.8 72.1 ± 6.2
tt � 20.6 ± 1.6 5.1 ± 0.6 28.3 ± 1.8 6.9 ± 0.8
QCD Z� 18.0 ± 3.1 1.9 ± 0.9 16.2 ± 3.0 4.9 ± 1.3
Single t 4 .9 ± 0.8 2.5 ± 0.5 6.8 ± 0.9 2.4 ± 0.5
VV 4.2 ± 1.6 0.6 ± 0.6 7.5 ± 2.1 1.4 ± 0.7
e � � 1.5 ± 0.6 2.1 ± 0.8 1.7 ± 0.7 1.1 ± 0.6

Total background 348 .3 ± 18.4 129.1 ± 9.9 463.4 ± 21.2 163.8 ± 10.4

EW W� jj 48 .8 ± 2.2 16.1 ± 1.0 74.5 ± 2.8 24.4 ± 1.3

Total predicted 397 .1 ± 18.5 145.2 ± 10.0 537.9 ± 21.4 188.2 ± 10.5

Data 393 159 565 201

Fig. 3. The 2D distributions  used in the “t  for  the signal strength  of EW W� + 2 jets for  events in the electron  barrel  (upper  left),  electron  endcap (upper  right),  muon  barrel  
(lower  left),  and muon  endcap (lower  right).  The hatched bands represent  the systematic  uncertainties  on the predicted  yields. The predicted  yields  are shown  with  their  
best-“t  normalizations.
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